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Abstract
Space information network (SIN) is a promising networking architecture to significantly broaden the
observation area and realize continuous information acquisition for Earth observation. Over the dynamic
and complex SIN environment, it is a key issue to coordinate multi-dimensional heterogeneous network
resources in the presence of multi-resource variations and severe conflicts, such that diverse Earth
observation service requirements can be satisfied. To this end, this paper studies the multi-resource
coordinate scheduling problem in SINs. Specifically, observation resource and transmission resource
are jointly considered, and an optimization problem based on an event-driven time-expanded graph
is formulated to maximize the sum priorities of successfully scheduled tasks. To solve the problem,
an iterative optimization technique is employed to decompose the problem into separate observation
scheduling and transmission scheduling sub-problems, which can be efficiently solved by an extended
transmission time sharing graph and directed acyclic graph methods, respectively. Simulation results are
provided to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and evaluate the performance impacts
of different network parameters.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Earth observation serves as a fundamental function in environment monitoring, intelligence reconnaissance, and natural disaster surveillance. Due to the inherent large coverage area, potential
overflight ability and high survivability, Earth observation satellites (EOSs) are widely employed
for diverse Earth observation missions. The EOSs typically operate in the sun-synchronous lowEarth orbits (LEOs) and acquire high-resolution image data with onboard sensors. Currently,
different types of EOSs separately collect information and lack interactions among one another.
This inevitably leads to under-utilization of scarce network resources [1]. Moreover, with the
unprecedented growth of Earth observation traffic (e.g., 27.9 TB/day traffic on average for NASA
Earth observing system [2]), traditional standalone EOS systems are unable to accommodate such
a huge amount of traffic and provide satisfactory service guarantee. The problem is exaggerated
especially in emergency situations, e.g., earthquakes, where EOSs are expected to rapidly react to
user requests and continuously provide useful Earth observation data of concerning targets (e.g.,
certain observation area on the ground). The violent 8.0 magnitude earthquake that occurred in
Wenchuan has demonstrated the insufficient service capability of Earth observation system at
that time [3].
To cater for the aforementioned issues, the concept of space information network (SIN)
emerges [4]–[6]. A SIN is composed of heterogeneous EOS systems in different orbits that
perform cooperative Earth observation, and geostationary-Earth orbit (GEO) satellites for timely
observation data delivery between EOSs and destination ground stations. With the deployment
of SINs, near-real-time data acquisition and transfer can be achieved [6]. However, the multidimensional heterogeneous resources (e.g., observation and transmission opportunities) are normally unbalanced in SINs. For example, a typical EOS can access a certain ground location in
less than 10 minutes within the system period of approximately 100 minutes. This constraint
makes EOSs have limited chances to observe the targets of interest and unable to send all of their
collected data to the destination. Therefore, how to design appropriate cooperative scheduling
mechanisms and achieve efficient network resource utilization to maximize the utility of the
whole system become a key issue for SIN operation.
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It is technically challenging to develop efficient multi-resource coordinate scheduling strategies
for SINs, due to several reasons: 1) Because of the dynamic but predictable network connectivity,
resource availability varies continuously and periodically. Moreover, there are various types of
resources including observation resources, storage resources and transmission resources. It is
difficult to precisely represent multi-dimensional resources in both time and space domains
and dictate the correlation relationships among multiple heterogeneous resources; 2) There can
be severe observation and transmission conflicts. On one hand, observation conflicts can occur
frequently if the setup time between two successively observed targets in an EOS is not sufficient,
and such conflicts vary in different EOSs. On the other hand, multi-resource limitations can
lead to infeasibility of all potential observation and transmission opportunities, and thus induce
observation and transmission conflicts [7]; and 3) As different Earth observation tasks have
diverse quality-of-service (QoS) requirements in terms of observation time duration and end-toend delay, multi-resource scheduling should satisfy the differentiated service requirements in the
dynamic and complex SIN environment.
In this paper, to address the technical challenges, we study the multi-dimensional resource
scheduling problem for SINs. Specifically, an event-driven time-expanded graph (EDTEG) is
proposed to characterize multi-resource variations over the complex environment. Based on the
EDTEG, a joint observation and transmission scheduling optimization framework is formulated,
with the objective of maximizing the sum priorities of successfully scheduled tasks. Due to the
NP-completeness of the optimization problem, an iterative optimization approach is proposed to
decompose it into a separate transmission scheduling sub-problem and observation scheduling
sub-problem. For the transmission sub-problem, we utilize an extended time sharing graph to
properly allocate transmission time among multiple EOSs. For the observation scheduling subproblem, we use an acyclic directed graph to model the observation conflicts and a column
generation method to solve the observation sub-problem, wherein the underlying generation
problem is solved by multi-constrained optimal path based solutions. The two sub-problems are
then updated iteratively by redistribution of surplus transmission time. The convergence of the
proposed algorithm is proved and its computational complexity is analyzed in detail. Extensive
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simulation results are provided to demonstrate the performance gains of the proposed algorithm
over existing benchmarks.
In a nutshell, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) By exploiting an event-driven time-expanded graph approach, a joint optimization framework of observation scheduling and transmission scheduling is formulated to maximize
the sum priorities of successfully scheduled observation tasks;
2) An iterative optimization technique is utilized to decompose the problem into separate
observation scheduling and transmission scheduling sub-problems, which are solved by
acyclic directed graph and extended transmission time sharing graph, respectively;
3) Extensive simulation results are provided to validate the effectiveness of our proposed
scheduling algorithm. The effects of different network parameters on the network performance are evaluated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of related
works. Section III introduces the SIN system model under consideration and gives the detailed
problem formulation. We propose an approximate multi-resource scheduling algorithm in Section
IV. The performance evaluation by simulations is presented in Section V, followed by concluding
remarks and future research in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Resource scheduling plays a critical role in efficiently utilizing the network resources, and
gains significant attentions in the development of cooperative SINs. It can be classified into two
main categories, namely single-resource scheduling and multi-resource coordinate scheduling.

A. Single-Resource Scheduling
Single-resource scheduling algorithms focus on scheduling only one type of network resources,
i.e., observation resources or transmission resources. The observation resource scheduling is to
allocate a subset of observation targets to multiple EOSs, and has received substantial interests
in the literature. Existing studies include static scheduling algorithms for pre-planned targets and
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dynamic scheduling algorithms for real-time targets. The static observation scheduling problem
has been investigated for both single-EOS [8], [9] and multiple-EOS [3], [10]. Various algorithms
including Lagrangian relaxation and graph techniques are proposed to obtain an approximate
solution. On the other hand, dynamic scheduling handles aperiodic observation targets whose
arrival times are not known a priori. Under such a circumstance, rescheduling principles, e.g.,
backward shift and rehabilitation strategics [11] and target merging strategies [12], are developed
to cope with random arrivals of new observation targets. In [13], an agent-based dynamic
scheduling is presented to improve the global optimization and load balancing of observation
resources. A comprehensive survey on observation scheduling solutions is given in [12].
The transmission scheduling problem focus on data exchange from EOSs to multiple destinations. In [14], the problem is investigated to resolve potential transmission conflicts, taking
account of both the fairness requirement and overall transmission capacity. As an extension to
[14], the data delivery time and resource usage are improved through making use of traffic
information [15]. By considering the time-varying downlink channel quality, delay-optimal and
throughput-optimal data downloading strategies are studied in [16] and [17], respectively. A
throughput-optimal collaborative data downloading scheme is proposed to exploit data offloading
opportunities between EOSs via inter-satellite links [18].
The existing single-resource scheduling algorithms can result in low efficiency, if the observation and transmission resources/opportunities are not properly matched. For instance, when
an EOS scheduled to collect a large amount of observation data has a very short transmission
time with a destination, the EOS is unable to download all its observation data to the destination. Therefore, each EOS should adjust the amount of data it collects during the observation
scheduling process to match the data transmission time allocated in the transmission scheduling
process, such that the network performance can be improved.

B. Multi-Resource Coordinate Scheduling
Multi-resource coordinate scheduling algorithms schedule multiple types of resources simultaneously, to provision satisfactory service in SINs. The joint observation and transmission
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scheduling problem for the COSMO-SkyMed constellation is first introduced in [19]. A heuristic
scheme with look-ahead and back-tracking capabilities is then devised to produce feasible
scheduling solutions. In [20], a constraint satisfaction optimization model is used to describe
EOS observation tasks and data transmission jobs in an integrated way. Accordingly, a genetic
algorithm based meta-heuristic is proposed. However, the transmission time sharing among
multiple EOSs is neglected in the transmission scheduling procedure, which to some extent
restricts the efficient utilization of transmission resources. We exploit an extended time-expanded
graph method and propose an analytical framework to characterize multi-resource evolution
over the complex SIN environment in [21]. The framework allows us to investigate the impact
of different factors on the network performance, e.g., delay-limited throughput. Furthermore,
a primal decomposition approach is presented in [22] to solve the optimization problem by
taking advantage of its special structure. Although the proposed optimization framework and
solution technique in [21], [22] are useful in deriving upper bounds of network throughput
performance, they cannot capture the specific characteristics in terms of observation conflicts
caused by insufficient setup time between multiple targets as well as non-preemptive observation
time duration requirements. For a realistic SIN with a large number of targets, the computational
complexity of the proposed algorithms is unacceptable.
To sum up, existing works either fail to model multi-resource evolution over dynamic SIN
or incur high computational complexity. Most of them do not consider the diverse service
requirements of observation tasks, e.g., observation time duration and end-to-end delay. Different
from these works, here we study joint scheduling of observation resource and transmission
resource to improve network performance, while taking into account SIN’s diverse requirements
of multiple observation tasks.

III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we first model the system by exploiting an EDTEG approach. Based on
EDTEG, we then give the detailed problem formulation.
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A. System Model
1) Network Model: Consider a SIN with three types of components: 1) a set I = {1, . . . , I}
of I point targets (e.g., observation area) on the ground that need to be observed; 2) a set
K = {1, . . . , K} of K EOSs moving in the LEOs to acquire observation data (e.g., highresolution images) for the targets of interest and finally transmit those data to destinations; and
3) a set N = {1, . . . , N } of N destinations (i.e., relay satellites or ground stations) which
serve as the sinks for all the observation data. The considered time horizon T = {1, ..., T } is
discretized into T time slots, each with a constant time duration τ . An example SIN with 2
targets, 2 EOSs and 1 destination relay satellite is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
There is a task, i, associated with each observation target, i. We use the terms target and
task interchangeably in this paper when no ambiguity is caused1 . All tasks are independent,
non-preemptive and aperiodic [11]. New tasks normally arrive in a batch. Denote It ⊂ I as the
subset of tasks that arrive at the network at time slot t. A task i ∈ I is described by a tuple
comprised of four elements, i.e., {µi , ai , ndi , gi }, where µi , ai , ndi and gi denote task i’s priority,
arrival time slot, required continuous observation time duration, and expected finish time slot
(i.e., the deadline when its observation data should be transmitted to destinations), respectively.
As in [9], accurate information of all tasks is known a priori in the time horizon T .
There are two phases, namely observation phase and transmission phase, to complete a task.
Firstly, in the observation phase, an EOS is scheduled to collect observation data using its
onboard imaging sensor (e.g., optical camera) when it is in the line-of-sight of the associated
target. The time interval during which a target can be observed by an EOS is referred to as
observation window (OW). Secondly, in the transmission phase, an EOS stores the observation
data onboard, and downloads them to a destination after it enters the coverage of the destination.
The time interval when an EOS moves into the transmission range of a destination is termed
as transmission window (TW). As shown in Fig. 1(a), target 1 is first observed by EOS 1
in the observation phase, and then its observation data are delivered to the destination in the
1

A target corresponds to an observation area on the ground. A task refers to both the observation and transmission phases of
a target.
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Figure 1. (a) An example SIN with 2 targets, 2 EOSs and a destination relay satellite. Targets 1 and 2 arrive at the first
and second time slot, respectively. (b) Corresponding EDTEG spanned over 3 time slots for the example SIN, where {ot1 , ot2 },
{st1 , st2 } and {dt1 } represent the set of targets, EOSs and destination at time slot t (t ∈ {1, 2, 3}), respectively.

transmission phase.
2) Event-Driven Time-Expanded Graph: We herein use EDTEG2 G TEG = (V TEG , E TEG ) to
model all the available OWs and TWs, where V TEG and E TEG represent the set of vertices and
edges, respectively. The EDTEG is based on the predictable mobility trace [21] for the concerned
SIN. We use the following procedures to construct the EDTEG. Firstly, we build a unified twodimensional time-space basis, wherein vertices correspond to targets, EOSs and destinations at
different time slots. Secondly, edges denote the availability of different resources, i.e., OWs and
TWs. If an edge exists, its corresponding resource is available and vice versa. Finally, we utilize
a path formed by a set of contiguous vertices in the directed graph to capture the chronological
relationship between observation phase and transmission phase.
To be specific, there are T layers in the constructed EDTEG, with each layer indicating
network status at a single time slot. Within a time slot, the network is static, i.e., the status of an
OW or a TW does not change. However, the network status may instantaneously change during
time slot transitions. At time slot t (1 ≤ t ≤ T ), target i ∈ I, EOS k ∈ K, and destination

2
The reason beneath using EDTEG modeling is twofold. First, it facilitates multi-resource coordinate scheduling optimization
problem formulation [23], [24]. Second, for a small-scale SIN, the optimal solution can be obtained to the optimization framework
based on EDTEG [1]. It thus serves as a useful benchmark to evaluate the efficiency of proposed scheduling algorithms.
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n ∈ N are represented by vertices oti , stk , and dtn in the EDTEG, respectively.
There are three different types of directed edges in the EDTEG, namely observation edge,
transmission edge and storage edge. Within a time slot t, an observation edge (oti , stk ) exists,
if an observation opportunity3 is present between target i and EOS k during the time slot. Let
Etob denote the set of all observation edges in the graph at time slot t. Each observation edge,
(oti , stk ) ∈ Etob , is associated with a weight, w(oti , stk ), representing the amount of observation
data volume acquired during time slot t. Similarly, a transmission edge (stk , dtn ) exists, if a
transmission opportunity between EOS k and destination n is available during the time slot. Let
Etob denote the set of transmission edges in the graph at time slot t. Such type of transmission
edge (stk , dtn ) ∈ Ettr is associated with a weight, w(stk , dtn ), equal to the amount of data volume
that can be delivered within the time slot. Let w(stk , dtn , i) denote the data volume delivered for
target i on (stk , dtn ), where

PI

i=1

w(stk , dtn , i) = w(stk , dtn ) holds. On the other hand, during time

slot transitions, a storage edge (stk , st+1
k ) is drawn to model that an EOS k can physically carry
its data forward from time slot t to time slot t + 1. A storage edge is assumed to have a weight
of infinity, i.e., w(stk , st+1
k ) = ∞, indicating that EOS k’s onboard buffer size is infinite.
Next, a path is a sequence of distinct vertices in the directed graph. It originates from a vertex
representing the target and ends at a vertex representing the destination. The set of edges that it
traverses can thus capture the sequentially chained multi-dimensional resources (i.e., OWs and
TWs). An example of its derivation is given in Fig. 1(b). The time horizon is set to 3 time slots.
There are 3 vertices created for an EOS or a destination, but only two vertices, i.e.,{o22 , o32 }, for
target 2. This is because vertices corresponding to target 2 are created only upon its arrival. As
indicated by the observation edge (o22 , s22 ), target 2 can be observed by EOS 2 at time slot 2.
Similarly, with transmission edge (s31 , d31 ), a transmission opportunity exists between EOS 1 and
the destination at time slot 3. The path, {o11 , s11 , s21 , s31 , d31 }, represented by the red dotted line in
the graph, indicates that EOS 1 can first observe target 1 at time slot 1, carry those observation
data at time slot 2, and then transmit them to the destination at time slot 3.
3
Note that an OW [owbt , owft ] is generally represented by (owft − owbt + 1) continuous observation opportunities (i.e.,
observation edges) in the graph, where owbt and owft denote the start time and ending time of the observation window,
respectively. Likewise, a TW is captured by several continuous transmission opportunities.
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B. Problem Formulation
1) Basic Constraints: Herein, we formulate some basic constraints on the constructed EDTEG.
Observation constraints. Define an observation scheduling vector X = {x(oti , stk )|t ∈ T , (oti , stk ) ∈
Etob } to reflect the mapping of I targets to K EOSs, where the binary element x(oti , stk ) = 1 if
target i is observed by EOS k at time slot t, and x(oti , stk ) = 0 otherwise. Considering that an
EOS can process at most one target at a time slot, we have
x(oti , stk ) ≤ 1, ∀k, t.

X

(1)

oti :(oti ,stk )∈Etob

Meanwhile, if target i is observed, its non-preemptive observation duration requirement should
be satisfied, which yields
f ti,k

X

X

x(oti , stk ) = ndi , ∀i

(2)

t=bti,k st :(ot ,st )∈Etob
i k
k

where bti,k and f ti,k denote the observation beginning time and ending time of target i in EOS
k, respectively, and f ti,k = bti,k + ndi holds. According to [19], [25], both bti,k and f ti,k can be
predetermined4 , because they depend on the flight parameters of EOS k. Note that (2) actually
implies that, from time slot bti,k , contiguous ndi time slots within available OWs in EOS k are
allocated together to complete observing target i.
When a target is observed, an EOS requires a setup time to maneuver its position or sensor
orientation [9]. To capture this sequence-dependent feature, we further define a vector Z = {zi,j },
where the binary variable zi,j = 1 if target j is observed after target i by the same EOS, and
zi,j = 0 otherwise. Since there should be sufficient setup time to observe successive targets in
an EOS, we have
f ti,k + δi,j,k ≤ btj,k + (1 − zi,j )H, ∀i, j, k

(3)

where H is a sufficiently large positive constant, and δi,j,k is the setup time from executing target
i to target j by EOS k.
4

The proposed optimization framework can be extended to the case that both bti,k and f ti,k are decision variables.
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Transmission constraints. Due to limited resources (e.g., transponders) in EOSs, only a subset
of potential transmission opportunities within TWs can be utilized for data transmission [26]. To
this end, we define a transmission scheduling vector Y = {y(stk , dtn )|t ∈ T , (stk , dtn ) ∈ Ettr }, where
y(stk , dtn ) = 1 if EOS k is scheduled to transmit to destination n at time slot t, and y(stk , dtn ) = 0
otherwise. Following [22], we assume that a destination can support one transmission at a time
slot. In addition, an EOS can transmit to a destination at a time slot. Thus, the following
constraints should be satisfied:
X

y(stk , dtn ) ≤ 1, ∀n, t

(4)

y(stk , dtn ) ≤ 1, ∀k, t.

(5)

stk :(stk ,dtn )∈Ettr

X
dtn :(stk ,dtn )∈Ettr

Flow conservation constraints. The total amount of data transmitted by EOS k to destinations
must not exceed the amount of data that it acquired, by the end of time slot t (t ∈ {1, . . . , T −1}).
That is,
θ
X

w(oti , stk )

X
i

k

w(stk , dtn ) ≥ 0, ∀θ ∈ {1, . . . , T − 1}, k

X

(6)

t=1 dtn :(st ,dtn )∈Ettr

t=1 ot :(ot ,st )∈E ob
i

−

θ
X

t

k

where the inequality permits the EOS to hold data and carry them forward into future time slots.
In (6), w(oti , stk ) and w(stk , dtn ) satisfy:
w(oti , stk ) = x(oti , stk ) · rkob · τ, ∀t, (oti , stk ) ∈ Etob

(7)

w(stk , dtn ) = y(stk , dtn ) · rktr · τ, ∀t, (stk , dtn ) ∈ Ettr

(8)

where rkob and rktr represent the data collection rate and data transmission capacity for EOS k,
respectively.
Finally, we impose that the total observation data volume for a scheduled task should equal
to that delivered to destinations before its expected finish time, which is
gi
X

X

t=ai st :(ot ,st )∈E ob
t
i k
k

w(oti , stk )

=

gi
X

X

t=ai (st ,dtn )∈E tr
t
k

w(stk , dtn , i), ∀i.

(9)
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2) Optimization Problem Formulation: Given the constructed EDTEG, the problem under
consideration is to select and schedule a subset of targets to different OWs, while considering
the data transmission scheduling of multiple TWs. Our objective is to maximize the sum priorities
of successfully scheduled tasks. A task is successfully scheduled if and only if its associated
target is observed and the required observation data are transmitted to destinations before the
expected finish time. We formulate it as the following optimization problem (P1):

(P1) max

X,Y,Z

X

X

t∈T (ot ,st )∈Etob
i k

µi
x(oti , stk )
ndi

s.t. (1) − (9).

(10)

In problem (P1), the objective is to maximize the total successfully scheduled tasks weighted
by their priorities, subject to observation constraints (1)-(3), transmission constraints (4)-(5), and
flow conservation constraints (6)-(9). Notice that the coefficient

µi
ndi

in the objective function

stands for the average priority received from one time slot observation.
Lemma 1. Problem (P1) is NP-complete to solve.
Proof: Observe that problem (P1) is an integer linear programming problem. Consider a
generalized case where all the transmission constraints (4)-(5) and flow conservation constraints
(6)-(9) are relaxed. In this case, problem (P1) is reduced to the satellite range scheduling problem
with non-identical machines [12], which is already an NP-complete problem. Accordingly, the
original problem (P1) is NP-complete to solve as well.
In addition to its NP-completeness, there are some other aspects that increase the computational
complexity of solving the multi-resource scheduling problem (P1). The observation and transmission constraints are tightly coupled by the flow conservation constraints. It is challenging to
directly decompose such couplings. On one hand, as indicated by (6), the coupling relationship
is time dependent and spans nearly over the entire time horizon; on the other hand, because
both the observation and transmission scheduling problems involve integer decision variables, it
will inevitably lead to non-negligible optimality gap if traditional decomposing techniques, e.g.,
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Lagrangian decomposition technique, are used [27].
For a small-scale SIN, existing optimization toolkits can provide an optimal solution to the
above optimization problem [1]. However, for a large-scale SIN, it is computationally prohibitive
to directly employ existing algorithms without taking the specific structure of problem (P1) into
consideration. This is because the scheduling problem is generally an oversubscribed problem
and involves a large number of decision variables [28]. In view of these, we aim to devise an
approximate scheduling algorithm with acceptable complexity to solve the optimization problem.

IV. A PPROXIMATE M ULTI -R ESOURCE S CHEDULE
In this section, we propose an approximate multi-resource scheduling (AMRS) algorithm to
solve problem (P1). In AMRS algorithm, the original problem (P1) is decomposed into a transmission scheduling sub-problem and an observation scheduling sub-problem. Then, an iterative
optimization method is utilized to asymptotically reach the desired solution. The transmission
scheduling sub-problem is solved by exploiting an extended transmission time sharing graph
method. The observation scheduling sub-problem is tackled by the column generation approach,
wherein the underlying generation problem is determined by finding multi-constrained optimal
paths on a constructed acyclic directed graph (ADG). The above two sub-problems are then
updated through a procedure of redistribution surplus transmission time.

A. Transmission Scheduling Sub-problem
We employ an extended transmission time sharing graph method [18] to deal with the transmission scheduling between multiple EOSs and destinations (i.e., multiple TWs). The extended
transmission time sharing graph is constructed as follows. As shown in Fig. 2, the time horizon
is divided by the start-times and end-times of all potential TWs. Two adjacent time points on the
time horizon form a segment, denoted by T Sm (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ). Let bt(T Sm ) and ft(T Sm ) be
the beginning time and ending time of segment T Sm . The time duration, ψm , of segment T Sm
can be expressed as ψm = ft(T Sm )−bt(T Sm ). The total time duration ψm is shared among EOSs
at the same destination over segment T Sm . As depicted in Fig. 2, segment T S3 for destination
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Figure 2. An example of extended transmission time sharing graph with 3 EOSs and 2 destinations. The whole time horizon
includes 9 segments. An initial allocation of transmission time is labeled on the segments.

1 is shared by EOS 1, EOS 3 and EOS 4. For an EOS, if TWs for different destinations overlap
at a segment, transmission time over the segment should also be properly shared. For instance,
transmission time of EOS 1 over segment T S3 is distributed between destinations 1 and 2.
M
Define capacity region C = {(dt11,1 , dt11,2 , . . . , dtm
k,n , . . . , dtK,N )} as a multidimensional region

of all the transmission time combinations that multiple TWs can support for data transmission,
where dtm
k,n denotes the amount of allocated transmission time in segment T Sm between EOS
k and destination n. We use the following lemma to characterize C.
Lemma 2. Capacity region C is constituted by the set of transmission time (dt11,1 , dt11,2 , . . . , dtM
K,N )
such that
X

dtm
k,n ≤ ψm , ∀m, n

(11)

dtm
k,n ≤ ψm , ∀m, k.

(12)

k∈K

X
n∈N

Proof: Capacity region C should be bounded by the following two conditions: 1) for
destination n, the allocated transmission time to all EOSs sharing segment T Sm should not
exceed the maximum available transmission time, i.e., ψ m , represented by (11); and 2) the sum
transmission time from EOS k to all destinations over segment T Sm is less than ψm , represented
by (12). Putting (11) and (12) together, we can obtain capacity region C.
As the initial allocation of transmission scheduling between EOSs and destinations, we equally
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distribute the transmission time among the EOSs that share the segment with the same destination.
It can be observed that segment T S2 is shared by EOS 1 and EOS 2 at destination 1, so the
1
ψ.
2 2

transmission time allocated to each EOS is 21 ψ2 , i.e., dt21,1 = dt22,1 =

For an EOS, the

total available transmission time over a segment for different destinations should not exceed
the length of the segment. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the allocated transmission time over
segment T S3 for EOS 1 at destination 2 is

2
ψ,
3 3

i.e., dt31,2 =

2
ψ,
3 3

because the rest time is

tr
already given to destination 1 with dt31,1 = 13 ψ3 . Let Dk,m
denote the actual transmission time

allocated to EOS k in segment T Sm . Dktr is the sum of transmission time allocated to EOS
k in all segments during the whole time horizon, i.e., Dktr =

P

m

P

n

dtm
k,n =

P

m

ψm . For

example, the total TWs for EOS 2 comprise six segments, T S2 , T S3 , T S5 , T S6 , T S7 and T S8 .
Segments T S2 , T S3 , T S5 , T S6 and T S8 are shared by 2, 3, 3, 2 and 2 EOSs, respectively,
while segment T S7 is shared by transmissions at both the destinations. Consequently, we have
D2tr = 21 ψ2 + 31 ψ3 + 13 ψ5 + 12 ψ6 + ψ7 + 12 ψ8 .
Note that based on the results from the observation scheduling sub-problem described later,
the pre-allocated transmission time should be readjusted. The transmission time redistribution
procedure is detailed in Section IV-C.

B. Observation Scheduling Sub-problem
tr
tr
tr
), we need to deal with the
, . . . , DK,M
, D1,2
Given an allocated transmission time vector (D1,1

observation scheduling sub-problem, i.e., schedule a subset of observation targets for each EOS.
The original problem (P1) reduces to the following optimization problem (P2):

(P2) max
X,Z

X

X

t∈T (ot ,st )∈Etob
i k

µi
x(oti , stk )
ndi

s.t. (1)-(3),(7),(9)
θ
X

tr
w(otj , stk ) ≥ Dk,t
, ∀θ ∈ {1, . . . , T − 1}, k

X

(13)

t=1 ot :(ot ,st )∈E ob
j

j

k

t

tr
where Dk,t
is the allocated transmission time to EOS k before time slot t. Noticeably, given
tr
tr
tr
tr
(D1,1
, D1,2
, . . . , DK,M
), Dk,t
can be obtained by
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Figure 3.

o4

An example of directed acyclic graph to model possible observation sequences for an EOS.

tr
Dk,t
=

X

ψm + t − bt(T Sm ), ∀k, t.

(14)

m:bt(T Sm )≤t<bt(T Sm+1 )

Compared with problem (P1), transmission constraints (4) and (5) are removed in problem (P2).
Also, (6) and (8) are represented by (13) in problem (P2). Problem (P2) can be reformulated
and solved based on a useful definition of observation sequence.
Definition 1. An observation sequence ` = {. . . , oi , oj , . . .} is a set of ordered targets that can
be sequentially observed by an EOS, with any two adjacent elements, (oi , oj ), satisfying:
bti,k + ndi + δi,j,k ≤ btj,k , ∀(oi , oj ).

(15)

It can be found that (15) replaces (2). Let Lk be all the possible options for observation sequences
on EOS k. The set of all possible observation sequences for EOS k is obtained using an ADG
OG k = (VkADG , EkADG ) [25], where VkADG and EkADG are the set of vertices and edges, respectively.
If a target i can be observed by EOS k, a vertex oi ∈ VkADG is created in OG k . If two targets
i and j can be observed successively on EOS k (i.e., the setup time constraint (3) holds), a
directed edge (oi , oj ) ∈ EkADG exists. We also add two virtual vertices vs and vd to represent
the common source and destination in OG k , respectively. A path from vs to vd in the graph
thus corresponds to an observation sequence. An example ADG is given in Fig. 3. There is an
observation conflict between targets 1 and 2, since edge (o1 , o2 ) does not exist in the graph.
Meanwhile, the example path {vs , o1 , o3 , o4 , vd } corresponding to ` = {o1 , o3 , o4 } means that,
the EOS can observe targets 1, 3, and 4 successively.
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Based on the preceding notations, we can reformulate the optimization problem (P2). The
sum priorities of sequence ` for EOS k becomes f`k =

P

i∈I

µi ρki,` , where ρki,` = 1 if sequence `

of EOS k contains target i, and ρki,` = 0 otherwise. Thus, the following equation holds:
X

X

t∈T (ot ,st )∈Etob
i k

X X
µi
x(oti , stk ) =
ak` f`k
ndi
k∈K `∈Lk

(16)

where ak` = 1 if observation sequence ` is assigned to EOS k, and ak` = 0 otherwise. Define
A = {ak` } as the assignment vector. Problem (P2) is equivalent to problem (P3), given by

(P3) max
A

s.t.

X X

ak` f`k

k∈K `∈Lk

X X

ak` ρki,` ≤ 1, ∀i

(17)

k∈K `∈Lk

ak` ≤ 1, ∀k

(18)

ak` ∈ {0, 1}, ∀`

(19)

X
`∈Lk

X
i:gi >ft(T Sm )

ndi · ρki,` · rkob ≤

m
X

tr
Dk,m
· rktr , ∀ϑ ∈ {1, . . . , M }, k

(20)

ϑ=1

where (17) allows each task to be processed by an EOS at most once, (18) ensures that each
EOS should have only one assignment appeared at the final optimal solution, and (20) states that
obtained data volume for scheduled tasks with finish time more than ft(T Sm ) in EOS k should
be transmitted to destinations timely. This replaces (9) and (10) in problem (P2).
As the number of targets increases, listing all observation sequences in constructed ADGs is
not scalable because the number of observation sequences grow exponentially with the number
of targets. To circumvent this difficulty, the column generation method [29], [30] is employed.
For problem (P3), the algorithm decomposes (P3) into a master problem (P3-M) and a generation
problem (P3-G). Master problem (P3-M) solves the linear programming with a selected subset
of observation sequences. Since the number of observation sequences in master problem (P3-M)
is much smaller than that of the original problem (P3), the complexity in solving master problem
(P3-M) is significantly reduced. In generation problem (P3-G), we use duality theory to verify
the optimality of master problem (P3-M). Then, a new observation sequence is selected and
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added to master problem (P3-M) to improve the results.
The master problem, (P3-M), is formulated as follows:

(P3 − M) max
A

s.t.

X X

ak` f`k

k∈K `∈Lk

X X

ak` ρki,` ≤ 1, ∀i

(21)

k∈K `∈Lk

X

ak` ≤ 1, ∀k

(22)

`∈Lk

ak` ∈ {0, 1}, ∀`.

(23)

A lemma is introduced below to show the property of problem (P3-M).
Lemma 3. Problem (P3-M) is a weighted set packing problem.
Proof: First, we show that (21) can be removed in problem P3-M without affecting its
optimality by contradiction. Assume that there exists an EOS, k, satisfying

P

`∈Lk

ak` > 1.

Accordingly, at least two observation sequences, e.g., `1 and `2 , are selected for the EOS,
i.e., ak`1 = ak`2 = 1. If both `1 and `2 contain the same target i, we derive

P

`∈Lk

ak` ρki,` > 1.

Clearly, (21) is violated. Otherwise, we can equivalently substitute a new observation sequence
` = {`1 ∪`2 }. Thus, problem (P3) can be reformulated by removing (22), wherein an observation
sequence ` corresponds to a set, and f`k is its weight. To this end, problem (P3-M) turns into a
weighted set packing problem [31].
Problem (P3-M) can be approximately solved by local search algorithms [31], [32] or simply
by the continuous relaxation technique. The solution to problem (P3-M) can be fractional if
relaxation technique is applied. In this case, it is possible to round up the fractional solution to
get a feasible solution by setting ak` = bak` c. Denote λi as the optimal dual variable for constraint
(11) in the master problem. By solving problem (P3-M), we can obtain λi . Subsequently, the
optimality condition of obtained results are verified by the following inequality
X

(λi − µi )ρki,` ≥ 0, ∀k, `.

(24)

i∈I

A generation problem should be triggered if (24) does not hold. For EOS k, the generation
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problem, (P3-G), is expressed as
X X

(P3 − G) min

(λi − µi )ρki,`

i∈I `∈Lk

s.t. (20).

(25)

To solve problem (P3-G), we first give the following definition with respect to multi-constrained
optimal path (MCOP) problem [33].
Definition 2. Consider an edge-weighted directed graph OG k = (VkADG , EkADG ), with a primary
cost parameter c(e), and Q additional non-negative real-valued weights ωq (e), 1 ≤ q ≤ Q,
associated with each edge e ∈ EkADG ; a constraint vector W = (W1 , . . . , WQ ) where each Wq
is a positive constant; and a source-destination node pair (vs , vd ). A MCOP problem is to find
a path, π, from vs to vd such that c(π) =
ωq (π) =

P

e∈π

P

e∈π

c(e) is minimized, subject to the constraints

ωq (e) ≤ Wq , 1 ≤ q ≤ Q.

Lemma 4. Problem (P3-G) can be equivalently reformulated as a MCOP problem.
Proof: By properly associating each edge, e ∈ EkADG , with a cost c(e) and Q = M weights
ωq (e), 1 ≤ q ≤ M , problem P3-G can be transformed into a MCOP problem. As for the cost,
if e = (oi , oj ), we set c(e) = (λj − µj )ρkj,` . We also let c(e) = (λi − µi )ρki,` for e = (vs , oi )
and c(e) = 0 for e = (oi , vd ). The objective function in problem (P3-G) thus becomes finding
a path, π, such that the total cost of the path c(π) =

P

e∈π

c(e) is minimized. Besides, each

edge, e = (oi , oj ), is associated with M weights, ωq (e), 1 ≤ q ≤ M . In terms of e = (oi , oj ),
set ωq (e) = ndj · ρkj,` · rkob and Wq =

Pq

ϑ=1

tr
Dk,ϑ
· rktr for q < gj , while we set ωq (e) = 0 and

Wq = 0 for q ≥ gj . To this end, it can be observed that constraints ωq (π) =

P

e∈π

ωq (e) ≤ Wq

for 1 ≤ q ≤ M are equivalent to (20). This completes the proof.
According to Lemma 4, we can use existing pseudo-polynomial time approximation algorithms
[34], [35] to solve problem (P3-G). After solving the overall observation scheduling sub-problem,
we can obtain a set of observation sequences L = {`1 , `2 , . . . , `K }, with `k corresponding to
ob
the observation sequence for EOS k. Denote Dk,m
as the required transmission time in segment
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T Sm for delivering all the observation data if `k is selected for EOS k, which is given by
ob
Dk,m
=

rkob X
ndi ,
rktr i∈Im

(26)

where Im represents the subset of tasks transmitted in segment T Sm . Accordingly, the total
required transmission time Dkob for EOS k is expressed as Dkob =

P

m

ob
.
Dk,m

C. Redistribution of Surplus Transmission Time
In each iteration, a set of observation sequences L = {`1 , `2 , . . . , `K } is generated. Based
on the result, we need to readjust the pre-allocated transmission time to match the required
transmission time. Specifically, the total remaining transmission time for EOS k is max{0, Dktr −
tr
Dkob }. Denote Km
as the set of EOSs that posses surplus transmission time over segment T Sm ,
tr
ob
tr
. Similarly, the total required transmission time for
} > 0, k ∈ Km
− Dk,m
i.e., max{0, Dk,m
ob
EOS k is max{0, Dkob − Dktr }. Denote Km
as the set of EOSs that need more transmission time
tr
ob
tr
ob
, the
. For each EOS, k ∈ Km
} > 0, k ∈ Km
− Dk,m
over segment T Sm , i.e., max{0, Dk,m
tr
ob
surplus transmission time Dk,m
− Dk,m
over segment T Sm is equally distributed to a subset of
ob
tr
ob
= 0 for EOS
− Dk,m
that requires transmission time in the segment. We set Dk,m
EOSs Km
tr
k ∈ Km
if all its surplus transmission time in T Sm is distributed, or there are no EOSs need
ob
over segment
additional transmission time. The available transmission time for EOS k ∈ Km

T Sm is updated via
tr
Dk,m

←

tr
Dk,m

+

X
tr
l∈Km

ob
tr
Dl,m
− Dl,m
, ∀k, m.
ob |
|Km

(27)

Then, the next iteration starts. The iteration process terminates until max{0, Dktr − Dkob } = 0
holds for all k ∈ K.

D. Algorithm Description and Analysis
By summarizing the preceding descriptions, the detailed procedure of AMRS algorithm is
given in Algorithm 1. First, the algorithm initializes the iteration counter h, successfully scheduled task set I ∗ , observation sequence set L∗ , and transmission time vector D∗ . An initial
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Algorithm 1 Approximate Multi-Resource Schedule (AMRS)
1: // Initialization: Set h = 1, I ∗ = Ø, L∗ = Ø, and D ∗ = 0. Initiate a small set of observation
sequences L0 and set L = L0 .
2: repeat
3:
// Transmission scheduling:
4:
if h = 1 then
tr
tr
tr
5:
Construct an initial extended time sharing graph and compute (D1,1
, D1,2
, . . . , DK,M
).
6:
else
7:
// Redistribution of surplus transmission time
tr
8:
Equally distribute the surplus transmission time Dktr∗ ,m − Dkob∗ ,m from EOS k ∗ ∈ Km
to
ob
corresponding subset of EOSs, i.e., Km ;
9:
Add Dkob∗ into D∗ , and set Dktr∗ ,m − Dkob∗ ,m = 0;
tr
ob
using (27);
, update Dk,m
10:
For EOS k ∈ Km
11:
end if
12:
// Observation scheduling:
13:
Find optimal observation sequence `∗ in the constructed ADG by employing MCOP
solutions;
14:
L ← (L ∪ `∗ ) \ Lk∗ ;
15:
L∗ ← L∗ ∪ {`k∗ }, I ∗ ← I ∗ ∪ {i|i ∈ `∗ };
16:
h = h + 1;
17: until max{0, Dktr − Dkob } = 0 holds for ∀k ∈ K;
18: Return coordinate scheduling results L∗ and D ∗ .

extended time sharing graph is built as stated in Section IV-A. A small feasible set of observation
sequences L0 is chosen for problem (P3). For instance, L0 can be constructed by simply assigning
a target to the EOS that has the earliest OW for it without violating constraint (20). Second, the
transmission scheduling process starts when needed. Surplus transmission time is distributed from
tr
ob
to EOS k ∈ Km
. Third, given an allocated transmission time vector, observation
EOS k ∗ ∈ Km

scheduling is done for the set of unscheduled EOSs utilizing state-of-the-art MCOP routing
solutions, e.g., [35]. Finally, the iteration continues until all EOSs have no more remaining
transmission time.
Herein, we analyze the proposed AMRS algorithm in terms of its convergence and computational complexity by the following theorems.
Theorem 1. The AMRS algorithm will eventually terminate.
Proof: In an iteration, if every EOS, k ∈ K, satisfies max{0, Dktr − Dkob } > 0, we naturally
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set max{0, Dktr −Dkob } = 0 in the end of the iteration, since no EOS needs additional transmission
time. Therefore, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, there must exist a subset of EOSs, e.g.,
tr
k ∗ ∈ Km
, whose max{0, Dktr∗ − Dkob∗ } > 0. In this case, remaining transmission time in EOS k ∗
ob
, that need it. Thus, after
over segment T Sm will be reallocated to the subset of EOSs, i.e., Km

distributing the surplus transmission time from EOS k ∗ to others, we have max{0, Dktr∗ −Dkob∗ } =
0. As a result, in each iteration, there is at least one EOS k ∗ whose Dktr∗ becoming zero. By
extension, it takes at most K iterations for all EOSs to reach max{0, Dktr∗ − Dkob∗ } = 0, where
the algorithm terminates. Hence, theorem 1 is proved.
Theorem 2. The AMRS algorithm has a computational complexity of O(K 3 I 3 + K 3 M ).
Proof: The complexity of the AMRS algorithm consists of three main parts: 1) transmission
scheduling subproblem with the complexity of O(KN )—This complexity comes from building
an extended transmission time sharing graph. It takes O(KN ) to construct the graph for a SIN
with K EOSs and N destinations; 2) observation scheduling subproblem with the complexity of
O(K 2 I 3 )—It corresponds to complexity of master problem O(K 2 ) and complexity of generation
problem O(I 3 ). For the master problem, an algorithm with O(K 2 ) complexity can be employed to
solve the relaxed linear programming [10]. As for the generation problem, it first takes complexity
of O(I 2 ) to construct an ADG. Then, existing approximation algorithms with complexity of
O(I 3 ) can be devised to solve the equivalent MCOP problem on the ADG [34]. Therefore,
the overall computational complexity of generation problem is O(I 2 ) + O(I 3 ) = O(I 3 ); and 3)
redistribution of surplus transmission time with complexity of O(K 2 M )—In the worst case, for
each EOS, its surplus transmission time over M segments are distributed to all other K − 1
EOSs. This incurs a complexity of O(K 2 M ).
The algorithm runs iteratively to obtain the desired solution. It can be seen from theorem 1
that at most K iterations can take place. Within each iteration, the complexity is computed as
O(KN )+O(K 2 I 3 )+O(K 2 M ) ≈ O(K 2 I 3 +K 2 M ). We neglect the term O(KN ) as the number
of targets I is generally far more than that of destinations N . As a result, the total complexity of
the proposed AMRS algorithm is approximately K ·O(K 2 I 3 +K 2 M ), namely O(K 3 I 3 +K 3 M ),
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which is polynomial time complexity much less than that of the optimal solution.

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, extensive simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of our
proposed AMRS algorithm. We quantitatively compare it with two baseline algorithms, namely
separate scheduling (SS) algorithm and heuristic coordinate scheduling (HCS) algorithm. In SS
algorithm, the observation scheduling problem is solved via the tabu search meta-heuristic, while
the overlapping segment of transmission resources is equally allocated to corresponding EOSs.
While in HCS algorithm, the overlapping part of conflicting TWs is first shared equally among its
components. This constraint is then imposed to observation scheduling, which is further solved
via the MCOP algorithm embedded in AMRS algorithm. We evaluate the system performance
by the following two widely-used metrics in the literature [11]–[13]. The first is sum priorities
of all successfully scheduled tasks. The other is guarantee ratio defined as (Total number of
successfully scheduled tasks / Total number of tasks) ×100%.
We conduct experiments in a realistic SIN environment where the targets are randomly spread
on the Earth’s surface with latitude between 0◦ N and 60◦ N and longitude between 30◦ E and
90◦ E. A number of targets are properly chosen, and the priority of a target is a random integer
distributed in the interval [1, 10]. The observation time duration of a task randomly takes a value
from the set {1, 2, 3} time slots. The length of a time slot is set to 1min. A number of EOSs are
uniformly distributed over 2 sun-synchronous orbits at a height of 619.6km and with inclination
97.86◦ . We set two relay satellites d1 and d2 which lie at nominal longitudes of 176.76◦ E and
16.65◦ E as the destinations. The data collection rate and the transmission rate for all EOSs are
set to 300Mb/s. The set of available OWs and TWs are obtained by using the Satellite Tool Kit
(STK). All the simulations are coded in Matlab simulator.

A. Optimality Gap Evaluation in a Small-Scale SIN
To demonstrate the feasibility and correctness of the developed AMRS algorithm, we first use
a small-scale SIN where optimal solution to the optimization problem can be obtained using
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Table I
S ETTINGS OF THE SIMPLE TEST CASE .

Task No.
1
2
3
4
5

Priority
5
8
4
6
3

Observation Duration (Slots)
1
3
3
2
2

Table II
S CHEDULING RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS .

Algorithm
SS
HCS
AMRS
Optimal

Scheduled
Task No.
1,4,5
1,2,3
1,2,4,5
1,2,4,5

Guarantee
Ratio
60%
60%
80%
80%

Sum
Priority
14
17
22
22

an off-the-shelf solver [1]. There are 2 EOSs and a destination d1 in the small-scale SIN. The
considered time horizon is 10mins, i.e., 10 time slots. The number of targets is 5-10 with a step of
1. All targets arrive at the beginning of the time horizon. We do not impose delay requirements,
i.e., expected finish times, for all tasks in this case.
An instance for a SIN with 5 targets is shown. Targets 1, 2, 3 and 4 can be observed by EOS
1, while targets 1, 3, 4 and 5 can be observed by EOS 2. In addition, target 3 and target 4 are
conflicting with each other in both EOSs. The priority and required observation time duration
are given in Table I. The maximum available transmission time for EOS 1 and EOS 2 to the
destination are 5mins and 6mins, respectively, with 3mins that can be shared by both EOSs.
Table II shows the scheduling results for four different algorithms. In AMRS algorithm, 4 out
of 5 tasks can be successfully scheduled. It can be seen that our proposed AMRS algorithm
produces the optimal results in the tested small-scale SIN. In SS and HCS algorithms, only 3
tasks can be completed, which is less than that in AMRS algorithm. Thus, the guarantee ratio
and sum priority performance of SS and HCS algorithms is lower than that of AMRS algorithm.
Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) depict the sum priority and guarantee ratio of different algorithms with
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Evaluation of optimality gap in a small-scale SIN.

varying number of targets in small-scale SINs. It can be found that AMRS algorithm can
achieve a network performance close to that of optimal. We attribute the result to the balanced
matching between observation and transmission resources in AMRS algorithm, which boosts the
resource utilization. In parallel, SS algorithm performs worst in terms of both the sum priority
and guarantee ratio. This is accounted by the imbalance between observation and transmission
resources in SS algorithm. Specifically, an EOS scheduled to observe a large number of targets
does not receive sufficient transmission time. Consequently, as verified in Fig. 4(b), only a small
number of tasks can be successfully scheduled. In HCS algorithm, the observation decisions
are made based on the pre-allocated transmission resources. Since the transmission distribution
scheme is sub-optimal, HCS algorithm yields lower network performance compared with that
of AMRS algorithm.

B. Network Performance in a Large-Scale SIN
Herein, we use a large-scale SIN scenario to investigate the effects of different parameters on
network performance. Six EOSs and two destinations d1 and d2 are deployed in the tested SIN.
The whole time horizon is two hours from 10 Jun 2017 04:00:00 to 10 Jun 2017 06:00:00.
1) Performance impact of task number: In this experiment, we investigate the performance
impact of the number of tasks that increases from 100 to 200 with an increment of 20. The
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delay requirements of all tasks are set to 120mins.
Fig. 5 demonstrates that the sum priority of the three algorithms gradually goes up with the
increasing number of targets, because more high priority targets are accepted by exploiting the
priority diversity. However, when the number of targets grows large enough, the sum priority
does not improve any more. The reason lies in that transmission resources become the bottleneck
in this case and additional observation data cannot be downloaded. Besides, Fig. 5(b) shows that
with the increase of the number of targets, the guarantee ratios of all the three algorithms
decrease. This trend is expected, because given limited resources, increasing the number of
targets makes the tested system more heavily loaded, which in turn reduces the guarantee ratios.
2) Performance impact of delay requirement: Now we investigate the impact of the tasks’
delay requirements on the performance of the three algorithms. A batch of 160 tasks arrive at the
beginning of the time horizon. The delay requirement of a task varies from 20mins to 120mins
with an increment of 20mins. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6(a) demonstrates that the sum priority of the three algorithms show ascending trends
with the increase of delay requirement. The reason is that with the delay requirements of tasks
becoming loose, the available observation and transmission opportunities for tasks increases.
Meanwhile, more observation data can be stored onboard to reduce the transmission conflicts
among multiple EOSs. Consequently, as can be seen in Fig. 6(b), more tasks can be accommo-
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dated, and the guarantee ratios are improved. This further leads to an increase in the obtained
sum priorities. Another observation is that AMRS algorithm achieves superior performance with
respect to sum priority and guarantee ratio compared with that of SS and HCS algorithms. The
underlying reason is that the proposed AMRS algorithm considers diverse service requirements
of different tasks when making scheduling decisions, while both SS and HCS algorithms neglect
the delay requirements. Subsequently, some tasks being scheduled can not meet their deadlines,
and the allocated observation and transmission resources for the tasks are wasted.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we investigate the problem of multi-resource coordinate scheduling for SINs.
Based on an iterative optimization method, a low complexity joint scheduling algorithm, i.e., the
AMRS algorithm, is proposed to properly balance the observation and transmission resources.
As a result, each EOS can effectively observe a subset of targets according to its available
transmission resources. Extensive simulations have been conducted to verify that the newly
proposed AMRS algorithm performs close to the optimal solution in the tested small-scale
SINs. In large-scale SINs, AMRS algorithm is shown to outperform two benchmark algorithms
in terms of both the sum priority and guarantee ratio.
There are a few open issues to be addressed for future studies. First, we tend to take time-
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varying capacity of both the observation and transmission resources into consideration. Second,
we will extend the SIN scenario considered in this paper to include high altitude platforms
(HAPs) as essential counterparts. Finally, we plan to develop new scheduling algorithms for
dynamic observation tasks whose arrival times are not known in advance.
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